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Tempt Me with Darkness Shayla Black 2008-09-03 He's an immortal knight hungering for
satisfaction.... As soon as Marrok sees Olivia Gray's dark windswept hair and burning violet
eyes, he's sure they've met in eons past. He's felt her soft gentle curves writhing in pleasure
beneath his own hard powerful body...Morganna! For centuries, towering Marrok, once the
mightiest of King Arthur's warriors, has endured a terrible curse cast upon him when he
spurned the witch. She's a modern woman about to discover ancient magic.... Olivia shares a
mystical -- and irresistible -- connection with brooding Marrok. Soon after the sexy warrior
appears in her erotic dreams, he abducts her, demanding she uncurse him. Their intense
passion is more powerful -- and intimate -- than either of them has ever known. Olivia may be
the key to unlocking the diary that will break Morganna's hold on his life. But in the wrong
hands, the book also holds the power to destroy all magickind. As they search for answers, a
ruthless wizard returned from exile is building an army of evil. When he discovers Marrok and
Olivia have the diary, only their love -- with the help of a powerful group of magical Brethren -can save them.
Sins of the Angels Linda Poitevin 2011-09-27 When homicide detective Alexandra Jarvis is
assigned a new partner in Aramael, a Guardian Angel who doubles as a hit man, they have
only one thing in common: a fallen angel hell-bent on triggering the apocalypse. Now they have
no choice but to work together-relentlessly, fearlessly, intimately. Because only they can stop
the rogue angel from ushering in the end of days.
Colters' Promise Maya Banks 2012-06-05 ALL-NEW IN AN EXTRAORDINARY ROMANCE.
Return to the captivating storytelling of New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks, and
her stirring saga of three brothers and one indomitable woman—of wounded hearts, family, and
forgiveness… When it came to overcoming the odds of a tragic past, Lily was determined to
move on. The three Colter brothers helped her do it. They taught her new ways to love, new
dreams to share, and offered her a new life that she never thought possible. Now is a time for
celebration, and what better way than with a long-awaited family reunion, a homecoming that
will bring together the entire Colter family and a few surprises no one anticipated. But first,
there’s something from Lily’s past she still needs to reconcile—even when all the while she is
holding close to her heart a newfound secret that will change her future, forever enrich the
Colter legacy, and make every promise come true.
Kindling the Moon Jenn Bennett 2011-06-28 Meet Arcadia Bell: bartender, renegade magician,

fugitive from the law. . . . Being the spawn of two infamous occultists (and alleged murderers)
isn’t easy, but freewheeling magician Arcadia “Cady” Bell knows how to make the best of a
crummy situation. After hiding out for seven years, she’s carved an incognito niche for herself
slinging drinks at the demon-friendly Tambuku Tiki Lounge. But she receives an ultimatum
when unexpected surveillance footage of her notorious parents surfaces: either prove their
innocence or surrender herself. Unfortunately, the only witness to the crimes was an elusive
Æthyric demon, and Cady has no idea how to find it. She teams up with Lon Butler, an
enigmatic demonologist with a special talent for sexual spells and an arcane library of priceless
stolen grimoires. Their research soon escalates into a storm of conflict involving missing police
evidence, the decadent Hellfire Club, a ruthless bounty hunter, and a powerful occult society
that operates way outside the law. If Cady can’t clear her family name soon, she’ll be forced to
sacrifice her own life . . . and no amount of running will save her this time.
Blackveil Kristen Britain 2011-06-16 Karigan G'ladheon was a regular girl until she stumbled
across a dying man. There were two arrows embedded in his back, and wherever his horse
was taking him, he was going to die before they got there. He gave Karigan his horse, his cloak
and his brooch - the symbol that he was one of the King's Green Riders - and, with them, his
mission. To deliver a message to the King. He made her swear to do it ... even though the
Shadow Man who killed him would be hot on her trail. That mission made her a Green Rider.
Now, her first legendary mission is long complete. Karigan has learnt to wield the magic her
Green Rider brooch allows her to access, and she's used it to defy some of the most terrifying
dark magicians of the age. But while Mornhavon the Black has gone, he's not defeated. His
restless spirit haunts Blackveil, the lethal, corrupt forest that stands beyond a failing magical
wall at the edge of King Zachary's territory. Karigan's destiny is leading her there, and when her
King asks her to join a mission to Blackveil to save the remnants of a dying race, it seems she
has little choice but to follow it ...
Ghost Planet Sharon Lynn Fisher 2012-10-30 As a ghost, psychologist Elizabeth Cole is
symbiotically linked to her supervisor and creator of the Ghost Protector who is forbidden to
acknowledge or interact with her, which prompts her to search for the truth surrounding her own
existence. Original.
One Night More Mandy Baxter 2014-09-02 Savvy, hard-riding, rule-breaking—they'll go
anywhere and do anything it takes to protect and serve. But this U. S. Marshal has just met his
match—and playing for keeps is one sizzling game. . . Getting saved from disaster by a
handsome stranger—Harper Allen has no problem with that. But when he leaves without a
word or a clue to his real identity, the newbie reporter writes it off as the best one-night-stand
she'll ever have. Until a year later, when Harper comes face to face with the man assigned to
hide her from a senator's killer. . . Galen Kelly hasn't forgotten a single sensual minute of his
night with Harper . . . or that she betrayed him. With the FBI also on their trail, he's got to
pretend he's never met her or risk both their lives. But as danger closes in, Galen may not be
able to protect himself from taking the biggest risk of all. . . "I couldn't turn the pages fast
enough." —Tracey Garvis Graves"
Perfect Plant Amanda Carlson 2020-12-15 In 2105, bad guys love gardening. Mina Kane's next
undercover op is of the green thumb variety. Tasked to break into a penthouse at the tip-top of
a megascraper and airmeld incriminating data on a hydro-shipping mogul, Mina must first pose
as an apt gardener who knows a thing or two about roses. The only problem is the rookie's
along for the ride and he's a pro at making everything more difficult than it has to be. Infiltrating
the inner sanctum proves to be time consuming, and Agent Adam has a chance to shine, but
that's not all Mina's in for. Her baby brother is in some trouble, and Vincent Kramer, the colonelin-arms of the French Protectorate, is missing. An encrypted locator shows up at Mina's door,
but her childhood-pal-turned-international-heartthrob, is still nowhere to be found. This op is
one solar flare away from being the biggest, deadliest one yet. ?
Boyfriend from Hell Jamie Quaid 2012-09-25 A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster

has a great book for every reader.
Sharpest Sting Jennifer Estep 2019-10-08 The truth won’t set me free—but it will probably get
me killed ... As Gin Blanco, aka the assassin the Spider, I’m used to having a target on my
back. But ever since I started investigating the secret society known as the Circle, that target
seems bigger than ever. Still, I’m trying to relax and enjoy the events leading up to my friends’
wedding when I learn that an old enemy has returned to Ashland. And that’s the just beginning
of my latest nightmare. Soon, I have Circle goons watching my every move, but I have no
choice but to continue searching for a key piece of evidence against the evil group. The deeper
I dig, the more horrifying secrets I uncover, and the more dangerous things become for me and
my friends. Just when I think I finally have a handle on things, a shocking revelation shatters my
heart and leaves me with an ugly realization—that betrayal is the sharpest sting of all ...
Dead on the Delta Stacey Jay 2011-05-31 Once upon a time, fairies were the stuff of bedtime
stories and sweet dreams. Then came the mutations, and the dre-ams became nightmares.
Mosquito-size fairies now indulge their taste for human blood—and for most humans, a fairy
bite means insanity or death. Luckily, Annabelle Lee isn’t most humans. The hard-drinking,
smart-mouthed, bicycle-riding redhead is immune to fairy venom, and able to do the dirty work
most humans can’t. Including helping law enforcement— and Cane Cooper, the bayou’s sexiest
detective—collect evidence when a body is discovered outside the fairy-proof barricades of her
Louisiana town. But Annabelle isn’t equipped to deal with the murder of a sixyear- old girl or a
former lover-turned-FBI snob taking an interest in the case. Suddenly her already bumpy
relationship with Cane turns even rockier, and even the most trust-worthy friends become
suspects. Annabelle’s life is imploding: between relationship drama, a heartbreaking murder
investigation, Breeze-crazed drug runners, and a few too many rum and Cokes, Annabelle is a
woman on the run—from her past, toward her future, and into the arms of a darkness waiting
just for her. . . .
Shaedes of Gray Amanda Bonilla 2011-12-06 In the shadows of the night, Darian has lived
alone for almost a century. Made and abandoned by her former love, Darian is the last of her
kind-an immortal Shaede who can slip into darkness as easily as breathing. With no one else to
rely on, she has taught herself how to survive, using her unique skills to become a deadly
assassin. When Darian's next mark turns out to be Xander Peck, King of the Shaede Nation,
her whole worldview is thrown into question. Darian begins to wonder if she's taken on more
than her conscience will allow. But a good assassin never leaves a job unfinished...
Polyxena H. Allenger 2012-11-14 After Polyxena, daughter of King Priam of Troy, is chosen as
Neoptolemuss love interest, she embarks on a journey of self-discovery that leads to a
surprising conclusion about her destiny. Troy has just fallen, leaving the city in ruins and at the
mercy of the Greeks. Neoptolemus has claimed the daughter of the now-deceased King Priam
of Troy as his love prize. After she rejects his advances, he angrily contrives a story that dooms
the ill-fated Polyxena. She knows what she must do to survive, but unfortunately, she cannot
change her destiny. Polyxena is mortified that Neoptolemus has fallen in love with her, for this
means she must die at the commemoration rites for his father. As Polyxena prepares for the
inevitable, she reflects over the past year, relating her thoughts to Aphrodite, the goddess she
believes is responsible for orchestrating the events that have beleaguered her. As she tries to
make sense of it all, Polyxena converses with all the well-known personages associated with
the Trojan mythAchilles, Agamemnon, Cassandra, Helen, and many otherswhile seeking
solace in the hope that her existence has not been futile. In this moving story of forbidden love,
a young woman unwittingly becomes intertwined in the romantic legacy surrounding Troy,
embarking on a journey of self-discovery that leads her to a surprising conclusion about the life
she has lived.
Midnight Awakening Lara Adrian 2009-10-29 He has resisted temptation for centuries - until he
meets someone whose heart is as frozen as his... With a dagger in her hand and vengeance on
her mind, Elise Chase prowls Boston's streets in search of retribution against the Rogue

vampires who took from her everything she cherished. Using her psychic gift she stalks her
prey, well aware that the power she possesses is destroying her. She must learn to harness
this gift and for that she can turn to only one man - the vampire Tegan. Tegan is no stranger to
loss and he knows fury, but when he slays his enemies it is with ice in his veins. He is perfect in
his self-control - until Elise seeks his aid. An unholy alliance is forged, one which will plunge
them into a tempest of danger, desire, and the darkest passions of the heart...
The Vampire Film Jeffrey Weinstock 2012-04-03 This introductory volume offers an elegant
analysis of the enduring appeal of the cinematic vampire. From Georges Méliès' early cinematic
experiments to Twilight and Let the Right One In, the history of vampires in cinema can be
organised by a handful of governing principles that help make sense of this movie monster's
remarkable fecundity. Among these principles are that the cinematic vampire is invariably about
sex and the vexed human relationship with technology, and that the vampire is always an
overdetermined body condensing what a culture considers other. This volume includes in-depth
studies of films including Powell's A Fool There Was, Franco's Vampyros Lesbos, Cronenberg's
Rabid, Kümel's Daughters of Darkness, and Merhige's Shadow of the Vampire.
Hotter After Midnight Cynthia Eden 2009-12-01 A shifter detective’s case heats up when he
meets the one woman who could expose his secret—or seduce his wild side—in this steamy
paranormal romance. Dr. Emily Drake's psychotherapy patients tend to be a little unusual.
Instead of midlife crises and mother fixations, Emily treats vampires with blood phobias and sexdemons looking for meaningful relationships. But healing these powerful beings requires an
important rule: Never trust a shifter. Especially not one like Detective Colin Gyth. Helping him
catch a killer won’t be easy—especially when his gold-flecked eyes and predatory air make
Emily long to lose control. Colin can't believe the doctor he has to work with on the Night
Butcher murder case is the one person who could expose his true identity as a wolf shifter.
Smart and sexy, Emily brings out the alpha male in Colin, unleashing a wild desire that takes
them both over the edge . . . . But in the shadows, the Night Butcher waits, eager to spill Emily's
blood and taste her terror. And he'll use any means to destroy her, including the one person
she has grown to trust . . . "Highly sensual and definitely dangerous." —Shannon McKenna "A
cross between CSI and Medium, only hotter and with a hero that truly has bite!" —Jacquelyn
Frank
When Shadows Call Amanda Bonilla 2012-06-05 An exciting prequel to Amanda Bonilla’s
Shaede Assassin series. The envy of 1900s society, Darian is the rich, beautiful wife of a
prominent Californian doctor—but her life is far from perfect. For years, Darian has suffered at
the hand of her cruel husband and yearned for an escape—one that she knows to be all but
impossible. But when an enigmatic stranger comes to call, Darian finds herself charmed by his
seductive smile and the inexplicable connection she feels. And when he makes her a
thrilling—yet frightening—proposition, Darian must decide if she’s strong enough to abandon
the mortal world she knows and answer the shadow’s call… Includes an excerpt from Shaedes
of Gray, and a preview from Blood Before Sunrise, available July 2012.
Kiss of Crimson Lara Adrian 2009-10-29 With one reckless, irresistible kiss, Dante binds Tess
to himself for eternity... He comes to her more dead than alive, a huge black-clad stranger
mortally wounded and rapidly losing blood. As she struggles to save him, vet Tess Culver is
unaware that the man calling himself Dante is no man at all but one of the Breed, vampire
warriors engaged in a desperate battle. But in a single erotically-charged moment Tess is
plunged into his world - a shifting, shadowed place where bands of Rogue vampires stalk the
night, cutting a swathe of terror. Haunted by visions of a dark future, Dante lives and fights like
there is no tomorrow. Tess is a complication he does not need - and yet his touch has
awakened in her hidden gifts and desires and a hunger she never knew she possessed... and
bonded by blood, Dante and Tess must work together to overcome the deadliest of enemies.
S is for Silence Sue Grafton 2009-09-18 S is for Silence is the nineteenth in the Kinsey Millhone
mystery series by Sue Grafton. Just after Independence Day in July 1953 Violet Sullivan, a

local good time girl living in Serena Station Southern California, drives off in her brand new
Chevy and is never seen again. Left behind is her young daughter, Daisy, and Violet's
impetuous husband, Foley, who had been persuaded to buy his errant wife the car only days
before . . . Now, thirty-five years later, Daisy wants closure. Reluctant to open such an old cold
case Kinsey Millhone agrees to spend five days investigating, believing at first that Violet simply
moved on to pastures new. But very soon it becomes clear that a lot of people shared a past
with Violet, a past that some are still desperate to keep hidden. And in a town as close-knit as
Serena there aren't many places to hide when things turn vicious . . .
Against the Dawn Amanda Bonilla 2014-05-20 A Shaede Assassin Novel (#4) “Full of
fascinating characters, high-stakes intrigue, and fast-paced action, it’s a truly exhilarating
adventure! Do not miss out!”—Romantic Times (top pick, 41?2 stars) “Amanda Bonilla knows
how to keep you on the edge of your seat...she’s a must read.” –Amanda Carlson, author of the
Jessica McClain urban fantasy series. Six months can feel like a just couple of weeks when
you’ve been away in another realm. Literally. Now that Darian is back in Seattle, she’s ready to
face the life—and the man—she left behind. But it’s not going to be easy when a ghost from her
past shows up looking to wreak havoc on Seattle’s supernatural crime scene. Darian isn’t as
careless as she used to be, though. She and Tyler, her sexy Jinn protector, have come a long
way in the trust department. And it’s a good thing too—because when Ty contracts her to
assassinate a wickedly powerful supernatural who goes by the name of Mithras, it will take all
her faith in Ty, and herself, to get the job done. While Darian does whatever it takes to get to
her mark, Xander, the Shaede King is busy making plans of his own. With Darian’s attention
divided between Lorik’s secrets and her mission she might not be able to stop Xander from
doing anything in his power to separate Darian from her sworn protector and in the process,
destroy his own kingdom...
Sacred Games Vikram Chandra 2011-03-03 An enormously satisfying, exciting and enriching
book, Vikram Chandra's novel draws the reader deep into the lives of detective Sartaj Singh
and Ganesh Gaitonde, the most wanted gangster in India. Sartaj, the only Sikh inspector in the
whole of Mumbai, is used to being identified by his turban, beard and the sharp cut of his
trousers. But 'the silky Sikh' is now past forty, his marriage is over and his career prospects are
on the slide. When Sartaj gets an anonymous tip off as to the secret hideout of the legendary
boss of the G-company, he's determined that he'll be the one to collect the prize. This is a
sprawling, epic novel of friendships and betrayals, of terrible violence, of an astonishing modern
city and its underworld. Drawing on the best of Victorian fiction, mystery novels, Bollywood
movies and Vikram Chandra's years of first hand research on the streets of Mumbai, this novel
reads like a potboiling page-turner but resonates with the intelligence and emotional depth of
the best of literature.
How to Be a Good Wife Emma Chapman 2013-01-03 How to Be a Good Wife is an original,
haunting and unforgettable literary thriller by Emma Chapman. I know what my husband would
say: that I have too much time on my hands; that I need to keep myself busy. That I need to
take my medication. Empty nest syndrome, he tells his friends at the pub, his mother. He’s
always said I have a vivid imagination. Marta has been married to Hector for longer than she
can remember. She has always tried hard to be a good wife. But now Hector has come home
with a secret. And Marta is beginning to imagine – or revisit – a terrifying truth . . . 'The
unnamed Scandinavian setting has all the familiar elements of contemporary northern lights
noir . . . a ruthless examination of the many layers of marriage, and a woman's opaque role with
it.’ – Guardian
The Troublemaker Next Door Marie Harte 2014-06-03 A Publishers Weekly TOP 10
ROMANCE for Spring 2014 "Harte includes an amazing storyline filled with strong-willed
characters and a reluctant love affair. The love scenes will make readers sweat, and Harte
does an awesome job of visually painting the picture of the two lead characters."-RT Book
Reviews, 4 1?2 Stars, TOP PICK! He's not into relationships. She's done with idiots. But where

there are friends...sometimes there are benefits. And sometimes the boy next door might be
just what you need at the end of every day. It's been the day from hell for Maddie Gardner.
Instead of offering a promotion, her boss made a pass. She quit, and then got dumped by her
lukewarm boyfriend. She's in the middle of a foul-mouthed meltdown when she notices her
gorgeous green-eyed neighbor standing her in her kitchen. Flynn McCauley never thought he'd
be so cliché as to fall for the girl next door. But when he shows up to fix the sink in Maddie's
apartment, he finds himself completely captivated. When a ride home turns into more, Maddie
and Flynn decide to keep things strictly casual-until Flynn wants more. But to get it he'll have to
convince Maddie to give him a real shot. An exquisite blend of humor and heat, The
Troublemaker Next Door is a refreshing sexy contemporary romance. Fans of Marie Force,
Samantha Young, Robin Kaye, and Julie James are sure to be enchanted by this no-stringsattached relationship that becomes far more precious than expected. The McCauley Brothers
Contemporary Romance Series: The Troublemaker Next Door (Book 1) How to Handle a
Heartbreaker (Book 2) Ruining Mr. Perfect (Book 3) What to Do with a Bad Boy (Book 4)
Shadows at Midnight Amanda Bonilla 2015-09-24 “Full of fascinating characters, high-stakes
intrigue, and fast-paced action, it’s a truly exhilarating adventure! Do not miss out!”—Romantic
Times (top pick, 41?2 stars) on Shaedes of Gray “Amanda Bonilla knows how to keep you on
the edge of your seat...she’s a must read.” –Amanda Carlson, author of the Jessica McClain
urban fantasy series. Has Darian’s past finally caught up with her? The Rakshasa queen,
Padma, has a score to settle—she wants those responsible for her son’s death to pay and to
pay dearly. Darian, Tyler and Xander are all at risk—and Padma’s powers could force them to
live the rest of their lives in the madness of the Realm of Illusions... While Darian is taken and is
the first to suffer, she’s soon rescued by Tyler, the one man to never disappoint. But what
Darian doesn’t know is that her freedom comes at a steep price—Xander’s the King of
Shaedes, imprisonment. Darian knows what horrors await in Padma’s dungeon. A rescue
mission won’t be easy and she can’t do it alone. Deep in the bowels of Goblin Valley, Darian,
Tyler, and her small band of Shaede warriors fight their way through a dark labyrinth. In a realm
where illusions rule, with danger at every turn, the odds are stacked against them. Time isn’t on
their side, every second spent in Padma’s custody will be another step Xander takes toward
madness. A kingdom can’t be ruled without its king and the wolves are at the door, waiting. If
Darian can’t get to Xander before he succumbs to the illusions, an entire kingdom’s future will
be at stake...
Crave the Darkness Amanda Bonilla 2013-03-05 Nothing comes easy for Darian. Her
heightened powers make her indispensable to the Shaede Nation, but dangerous missions
have driven her lover, Tyler, to his breaking point. Darian must salvage their bond, but a new
assignment to protect Anya—a fellow Shaede and the first of their kind to become pregnant in
centuries—stands in the way. It doesn’t help that the two Shaedes are longtime rivals and
share nothing besides mutual hatred. But when it becomes clear that someone—or
something—is bent on destroying the expectant mother and her unborn child, Darian must put
her feelings aside and track down Anya’s would-be assassin. As she probes into Anya’s past,
Darian digs up long-buried secrets—and a startling connection between Tyler and the mission
that could destroy everything between them.…
Blood Before Sunrise Amanda Bonilla 2012-07-03 “She needed a bargaining chip and this was
it. Raif’s daughter’s life for hers. And he knew damn good and well I was right. Just like he’d
assured me the night I’d killed Azriel, this was far from over. His daughter was alive. I knew it.
And I was going to find her.” For months, Darian and her Shaede guardian, Raif, have searched
for the Oracle who attempted to overthrow the Shaede Nation—and kill Darian in the bargain.
But now that they’ve finally found the half-crazed Oracle, they are granted a possibility too
painful for Raif to imagine and too enticing for Darian to ignore. Darian is determined to reunite
Raif and the daughter he thought was dead, but her mission quickly proves dangerous when
her lover, Tyler, is almost killed. And when a brooding and mysterious Fae warrior offers his

guidance—at an extraordinary price—Darian finds herself willing to risk everything. As her
single-minded hunt turns into an obsession, and she and Tyler grow further apart, Darian finds
herself caught between the man she loves like a brother and the man whose love she can’t live
without.…
Hanging in the Balance Catherine Gagnon 2021-04-30 A seemingly normal young woman with
a love and passion for the sea, Serena makes a drastic change and moves to Hawaii to follow
her dreams of becoming a marine biologist. But she soon discovers that her mother has carried
a secret about her all her life that will change everything.Thetis, a sea nymph, goddess of
water, daughter of the ancient sea god Nereus was banished from Atlantis and Olympia to live
amongst the human realm in fear of a prophecy foretold that she would bear a child from Zeus,
a child more powerful than Zeus himself. A child who could flip the tides and overthrow the king
of the Gods. Zeus, and all the Olympian gods could not allow this prophecy to take place, and
give birth to a figure of cosmic capacity, capable of unsettling the divine order. For thousands of
years, it was believed that the prophecy was avoided...until Iris, female messenger of the gods
brings forth a message that will change everything! After all, it was foolish to believe that one
could escape destiny.
Blood Will Follow Snorri Kristjansson 2014-05-29 In this epic new entry to The Valhalla Saga,
blood will be spilled, bonds will be tested and long-buried secrets will be revealed . . . Ulfar
Thormodsson and Audun Arngrimsson survived the battle for Stenvik, although at huge cost.
They have suffered much worse than heartbreak: they have lost the very thing that made them
human. Their mortality. While Ulfar heads home, looking for the place where he thinks he will
be safe, Audun runs south. But both men are about to discover that they cannot run away from
themselves. King Olav has left the conquered town of Stenvik in the hands of his lieutenant so
he can journey north, following Valgard in the search for the source of the Vikings' power. And
all the while older beings watch and wait, biding their time. There are secrets yet to be
discovered . . . 'Fans of David Gemmell's work should feel right at home with this one' Starburst
Magazine
The Better Part of Darkness Kelly Gay 2009-11-24 Atlanta: it's the promised city for the offworlders, foreigners from the alternate dimensions of heaven-like Elysia and hell-like
Charbydon. Some bring good works and miracles. And some bring unimaginable evil.... Charlie
Madigan is a divorced mother of one, and a kick-ass cop trained to take down the toughest
human and off-world criminals. She's recently returned from the dead after a brutal attack, an
unexplained revival that has left her plagued by ruthless nightmares and random outbursts of
strength that make doing her job for Atlanta P.D.'s Integration Task Force even harder. Since
the Revelation, the criminal element in Underground Atlanta has grown, leaving Charlie and her
partner Hank to keep the chaos to a dull roar. But now an insidious new danger is descending
on her city with terrifying speed, threatening innocent lives: a deadly, off-world narcotic known
as ash. Charlie is determined to uncover the source of ash before it targets another victim -- but
can she protect those she loves from a force more powerful than heaven and hell combined?
Twice Tempted Jeaniene Frost 2013-03-26 Dating the Prince of Darkness has its challenges . .
. Leila's psychic abilities have been failing her, and now she isn't sure what the future holds. If
that weren't enough, her lover Vlad has been acting distant. Though Leila is a mere mortal,
she's also a modern woman who refuses to accept the cold shoulder treatment
forever—especially from the darkly handsome vampire who still won't admit that he loves her . .
. Like choosing between eternal love and a loveless eternity . . . Soon circumstances send Leila
back to the carnival circuit, where tragedy strikes. And when she finds herself in the crosshairs
of a killer who may be closer than she realizes, Leila must decide who to trust—the fiery
vampire who arouses her passions like no other or the tortured knight who longs to be more
than a friend? With danger stalking her every step of the way, all it takes is one wrong move to
damn her for eternity . . .
The Shadow Reader Sandy Williams 2011-10-25 A Houston college student, McKenzie Lewis

can track fae by reading the shadows they leave behind. For years she has been working for
the fae King, tracking rebels who would claim the Realm. Her job isn't her only secret. She's in
love with Kyol, the King's sword-master-but human and fae relationships are forbidden. When
McKenzie is captured by Aren, the fierce rebel leader, she learns that not everything is as she
thought. And McKenzie must decide who to trust and where she stands in the face of a
cataclysmic civil war.
Raiders of Spanish Peaks Zane Grey 2021-03-12 Hoping a change in environment will ease
John Lindsay's sickness, his family heads west to discover that their new homestead is an
abandoned military post, and they've ridden into the middle of a gang of thieves and rustlers
who have total control of the desolate land.
Blood Rights Kristen Painter 2011-10-01 Gothic fantasy meets vampire fiction in this debut
novel from Kristen Painter -- full of politics, intrigue, and blood. Born into a life of secrets and
service, Chrysabelle's body bears the telltale marks of a comarré -- a special race of humans
bred to feed vampire nobility. When her patron is murdered, she becomes the prime suspect,
which sends her running into the mortal world. . .and into the arms of Malkolm, an outcast
vampire cursed to kill every being from whom he drinks. Now, Chrysabelle and Malkolm must
work together to stop a plot to merge the mortal and supernatural worlds. If they fail, a chaos
unlike anything anyone has ever seen will threaten to reign.
Lost to the Gray Amanda Bonilla 2013-02-05 Did he do the right thing? No one loves Darian
like Tyler does. Not her friends. Not her fellow Shaedes. Not the Shaede king who wants her for
himself. Tyler is the only one who sees beyond the swagger and swordplay that make her the
most fearsome Shaede assassin in the world—the only one who recognizes her loyal heart and
vulnerability. But her evolving powers and compulsion to finish every job no matter the stakes
fills him with fear. For he knows it's only a matter of time before he loses her. When that
moment nearly comes—and Tyler discovers a trail of deceit that prevented him from protecting
Darian—he snaps. He breaks. And he leaves. Now he must learn to live without her, even as
they remain bound to one another. And when a friend of Darian’s faces an unknown threat,
Tyler must find a way to enter the fray without crossing paths with Darian.
Full Blooded Amanda Carlson 2012-09-11 In the vein of Kelley Armstrong and Patricia Briggs,
Amanda Carlson's debut is a new urban fantasy that rewrites the werewolf myth. . . It's not easy
being a girl. It's even harder when you're the only girl in a family of werewolves. But it's next to
impossible when your very existence spells out the doom of your race. . . Meet Jessica
McClain -- she just became part of the pack.
Beyond the Cut Sarah Castille 2015-06-02 SHE'S HOLDING ON TIGHT. As a teen, Dawn ran
from a life on the streets straight into the arms of Jimmy "Mad Dog" Sanchez, a biker who
promised to be her knight in shining armor. But his love was just another cage. Years later,
Dawn's former life still has its hooks in her and she'll do whatever it takes to break free. When
Cade "Ryder" O'Connor, a member of a rival club, makes her an offer, Dawn finds herself in a
different, hotter kind of trouble with one irresistible Sinner... WILL HE GIVE HER THE RIDE OF
HER LIFE?Cade is an outlaw biker with allegiance to one thing and one thing only: The
Sinner's Tribe Motorcycle Club. But when it comes to the stunningly sexy, fiercely independent
Dawn Delgado, Cade finds himself...hungrier for more. Trouble is on Dawn's heels and he
wants to be the answer to her prayers, whether she wants him to be or not. What can't be
denied is the red-hot attraction between them. However, as they fall deeper, the danger rises
and Cade may have to sacrifice it all...in Beyond the Cut by New York Times bestselling author
Sarah Castille.
This Lady Here Carol Ann Rusch 2010-06 This book is one person's travels through a
catalogue of nightmare experiences. Anyone who has suffered through divorce of any form
knows this one!! Abuse of various natures are present in this autobiography. Not so much the
cure for, but mostly, the acceptance of and forgiveness ability. The emotional healing process
does call for the time element, unfortunately! However, this book tells about different aspects of

ways and means to this beautiful end. This book is not for people looking for a quick fix or a
way out. Abstinence from alcohol is a tool which many people have used as a problem solver.
This book is only one person's life under both chronic inebriation and total abstinence
conditions. There are many adventures where the reader might question the physical influence
under which the author was operating. Even without the alcoholic consumption by the author,
the behavior, when compared to the behavior of a well adjusted individual are incredibly
different!! People who have loved or been loved by those who are immediately involved with
alcohol or drugs may gain a deeper understanding of the total situation. Also, the author hopes
that some comfort to the reader will take place upon the realization that they are not alone. The
greatest gift the author has received from life, is PEACE ON EARTH.
Comfort in Darkness: A Shaede Assassin Short Story Amanda Bonilla 2019-12-11 A Shaede
Assassin short story—takes place after Shadows at Midnight Darian is once again adrift. Her
safe haven has been destroyed by an unknown foe and her only allies have left Seattle to fight
the impending coup of Xander's kingdom. Besides having a new handler - assigned to her by
the overbearing Shaede King, Darian is plagued by debilitating headaches and haunted by
gaps in her memory that she can't seem to fill. She's a survivor, though. And she'll carry on.
Work is work, but when the wily assassin has a scrape with death herself, she discovers that
the hunter has become the hunted. Someone wants her dead and is willing to pay a fortune to
see it done. She's racing the clock to save her own skin and quickly realizes that the gaps in
her memory are the least of her problems... Previously published in the Geeky Giving anthology.
The High King's Tomb Kristen Britain 2011-04-01 With the ghostly help of the First Rider,
Karigan G'ladheon had transported the corrupt spirit of Mornhavon the Black into the future,
buying valuable time for her king and country. But how far in the future is Mornhavon now? A
hundred years? Ten years? Only one year? There's no way to tell. So though the immediate
threat has passed, Mornhavon's shadow still lies heavily on the land, and on their minds ...
although there are threats closer to home as well. The D'Yer Wall, protecting Sacoridia from the
dark, corrupted Blackveil forest, remains breached despite Karigan and her fellow Riders best
efforts. They've scoured the land searching for lost documents and magical clues to help mend
the breach, fend off any incursions from Blackveil Forest and, more pressingly, protect them
from Mornhavon's return. Nor is the breach in the wall the only danger. Mornhavon may have
gone, but the descendants of his people remain and they're ready to claim the land that their
forefathers failed to conquer. These vengeful enemies, hidden within the peaceful borders of
Sacoridia, have spent generations honing their dark magic ready to strike - and ensuring that
their blow, when it comes, will be one that Karigan and the Sacordians have no defence against
...
William Shakespeare's Star Wars Ian Doescher 2013-07-09 The New York Times Best Seller
Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William
Shakespeare himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and
dialogue by everyone from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return once more to a galaxy far, far away
with this sublime retelling of George Lucas’s epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal Bard of
Avon. The saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a beautiful princess held
captive and a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds with all the valor and villainy of
Shakespeare’s greatest plays. Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and
dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and
Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along with
twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy.
Zounds! This is the book you’re looking for.
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